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Croatian President Zoran Milanović broke with the majority of his contemporaries by
expressing frustration over medical authoritarianism and COVID hysteria pushed by CNN
and the mainstream media. His country is reported to be 50% vaccinated. He said, “We’re
vaccinated enough and everyone knows it.” He added, “It is impossible to fully eradicate
COVID”. Meanwhile, Romanian prosecutors have opened investigation into the country’s
COVID vaccine acquisitions and allege that the government purchased too many. Declining
demand for coronavirus vaccinations in Romania has prompted authorities to close 117
vaccination centers and reduce the schedule at 371 others. The Czech Republic is
planning to destroy 45,000 doses of AstraZeneca vaccines since nobody wants to take the
shots. -GEG

Romanian prosecutors have opened investigation into the country’s Covid vaccine
acquisitions and has also shutdown its vaccine centers as people have refused the
experimental jabs.

Now, even the Romania’s National Anticorruption Directorate (DNA) has announced that it
opened investigations related to the circumstances under which Romania purchased [too
many, prosecutors seem to imply] Covid vaccines.

“As far as I know, the procedures followed for the procurement [of vaccines] in all
European Union countries were the same, and they were developed by the European
Commission,” Valeriu Gheorghiță, the head of the national vaccination campaign, said,
according to Hotnews.ro.

Prosecutors said that the investigations are opened in order to spot potential “abuse of
office” [implying personal benefits derived by those so far unidentified] involved.

Notably, the health ministry was managed until early September by the reformist USR-PLUS
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party, which pulled out of the ruling coalition meanwhile and launched a no-confidence
motion against the Government. But the ministry of health was not directly involved in
the procurement.

Romania has also shutdown its vaccine centers as people have refused the experimental
jabs.

Declining demand for coronavirus vaccinations in Romania has prompted authorities to
close 117 vaccination centres and to reduce the schedule at 371 others, health officials
have said.

“In the previous week, we re-evaluated the efficiency of fixed vaccination centers. About
80% of fixed vaccination centres vaccinate less than 25% of the vaccination capacity
allocated to each stream,” national vaccination committee chief Valeriu Gheorghita said at
a press conference on Tuesday.

Meanwhile, Czech Republic is planning to destroy 45,000 doses of AstraZeneca vaccines
since nobody wants to take the shots.

More than 14,000 doses of AstraZeneca’s vaccine were thrown away in the past month alone
due to the lack of interest from the public.

Recently, the President of Croatia hammered the media Monday after a reporter asked why
the vaccination rate in Croatia is not as high as in other European Union countries.

The Croatian President Zoran Milanovic retorted saying, “We will not be vaccinated
anymore”.

Croatians have been “vaccinated enough” and should be allowed to accept the risks of
becoming infected with COVID on their own terms, according to President Zoran Milanović.

“We will not go more than 50 percent, let them fence us with wire,” Milanović said in
recent statements to the press. “I don’t care. We’re vaccinated enough and everyone knows
it.”

“We need to know what the goal of this frenzy is. If the goal is to completely eradicate
the virus, then we have the goal. I have not heard that this is the goal. If someone tells
me it’s a goal, I will tell him he’s out of his mind.”

Read full article here…

Citizen Free Press:   
https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/president-of-croatia-we-will-not-be-vaccinated-any
more/
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